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The `plate tetonis' is an observed fat and most models of earthquake inorporate that through
the fritional dynamis (stik-slip) of two surfaes where one surfae moves over the other. These
models are more or less suessful to reprodue the well known Gutenberg-Rihter type power law
in the (released) energy distribution of earthquakes. During stiking period, the elasti energy gets
stored at the ontat area of the surfaes and is released when a slip ours. Therefore, the extent of
the ontat area between two surfaes plays an important role in the earthquake dynamis and the
power law in energy distribution might imply a similar law for the ontat area distribution. Sine,
fratured surfaes are fratals and tetoni plate-earth's rust interfae an be onsidered to have
fratal nature, we study here the ontat area distribution between two fratal surfaes. We onsider
the overlap set (m) of two self-similar fratals, haraterised by the same fratal dimensions (df ),
and look for their distribution P (m). We have studied numerially the spei ases of both regular
and random Cantor sets (in the embedding dimension d = 1), gaskets and perolation fratals (in
d = 2). We nd that in all the ases the distributions show an universal nite size (L) saling
behavior P ′(m′) = LαP (m,L); m′ = mL−α, where α = 2(df −d). The P (m), and onsequently the
saled distribution P ′(m′), have got a power law deay with m (with deay exponent equal to d)
for both regular and random Cantor sets and also for gaskets. For perolation lusters, P (m) (and
hene P ′(m′)) have a Gaussian variation with m.
I. INTRODUCTION
Enormous eorts have been made by geologists
and physiists to understand the earthquake
phenomena sine several deades. Its dynam-
is is still a hallenging problem. Though
model studies of earthquake have been going
on several deades now, there is no onsensus
regarding one single model. `Plate-tetonis'
is an important observation in this ontext
by the geologists and the Gutenberg-Rihter
power law is an unique haraterisation of this
dynamis. The earth's solid outer rust (about
20 km thik) rests on a tetoni shell. This
tetoni shell is divided into a number (about
12) of mobile plates, having relative veloities
of the order of few entimeters per year. This
motion of the plates arises due to the powerful
onvetive ow of the earth's mantle, at the
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inner ore of earth. Due to the surfae rough-
ness of both the earth's rust and the plates,
solid-solid fritional fores arise and this helps
stiking the earth's rust to the plates. This
stiking develops elasti strains and the strain
energy gradually inreases beause of the uni-
form motion of the tetoni plates. There is
a ompetition between the stiking fritional
fore and the restoring elasti fore (stress).
When the aumulated stress exeeds the fri-
tional fore, a slip (earth quake) ours and
it releases the stored additional elasti en-
ergy. Gutenberg and Rihter (1954) [1℄, by
analysing the reords, observed a power-law
distribution of the elasti energy released dur-
ing earthquakes given as N(ǫ) ∼ ǫ−α, where
N(ǫ) is the number of earthquakes releasing
energy greater than or equal to ǫ and α is
the power exponent. The observed value of α
ranges between 0.7 and 1.0. Several hypothe-
sis and model systems have been proposed to
investigate the nature of the earthquake phe-
nomena [2℄. The main intention of the model
studies is to apture the above Gutenberg-
2Rihter type power law for the frequeny dis-
tribution of failures (quakes) in the failure dy-
namis of the models. Among these, most of
the models [3, 5℄ inorporate the stik-slip pro-
ess and the roughness [4℄ of the surfaes in-
volved as important features. Reently some
models [6, 7℄ have inluded the fratal nature
of both the earth's rust and the plate involved
in stik-slip proess and initiated new mod-
ellings of earthquake dynamis. As the elas-
ti energy an be stored at the ontat area of
the surfaes only, the ontat area distribution
should have muh importane. Also, in fra-
tal physis the statistis of two fratal overlap
is still missing although this may be useful to
study the interfae properties in many physi-
al situations.
In this report we have studied the ontat
area distributions and their saling properties
for dierent sets of fratal surfaes, using om-
puter simulation tehniques.
II. SIMULATION STUDIES OF TWO
FRACTAL CONTACT AREA
DISTRIBUTION
A. Model
Extensive studies have already established dif-
ferent types of fratals and their properties
[8, 9, 10℄. The statistis of overlaps between
two suh fratals is however not studied muh
yet, though their knowledge is often required
in various physial ontexts. For example,
it has been laimed that sine the fratured
surfaes have got well-haraterized self-ane
properties, the distribution of the elasti en-
ergies released during the slips between two
fratal surfaes (earthquake events) may fol-
low the overlap distribution of two self-similar
fratal surfaes [6, 7, 14℄. Also, using renor-
malisation group tehnique Chakrabarti and
Stinhombe [7℄ have analytially shown that
for regular fratal overlap (Cantor sets and
arpets) the ontat area distribution follows
power law.
Here, we study the distribution P (m) of
ontat aream between two well-haraterized
fratals having the same fratal dimension.
We have hosen dierent types of fratals: reg-
ular or non-random Cantor sets, random Can-
tor sets (in one dimension), regular and ran-
dom gaskets on square lattie and perolating
lusters [12, 13℄ embedded in two dimensions.
We nd a universal saling behavior of the dis-
tribution:
P ′(m′) = LαP (m,L);m′ = mL−α, (1)
where L denotes the nite size of the fratal
and the exponent α = 2(df − d); df being the
mass dimension of the fratal and d is the em-
bedding dimension. Also the overlap distribu-
tion P (m), and hene the saled distribution
P ′(m′), seen to deay with m or m′ following
a power law (with exponent value equal to the
embedding dimension of the fratals) for both
regular and random Cantor sets and gaskets:
P (m) ∼ m−β;β = d. (2)
For the perolating lusters, however, the over-
lap distribution takes a Gaussian form. It may
3be noted that the normalisation (to unity) re-
strition on both P and m ensures the same
saling exponent α for both.
B. Overlaps between regular fratals
Here we onstrut three types of regular
fratals: regular Cantor sets of dimension
ln 2/ ln 3, regular Cantor sets of dimension
ln 4/ ln 5 and regular gaskets of dimension
ln 3/ ln 2 on a square lattie. These regular
fratals are onstruted following a repetitive
proedure in suessive generations (n) suh
that the self-similarity is stritly maintained
at every stage. For example, a regular Can-
tor set of dimension ln 2/ ln 3 is formed in the
n → ∞ limit of the set obtained by removing
the middle one-third portion of eah oupied
set at every generation, starting from a om-
pat set of size L = 3n at n = 1 (see Fig. 1).
For the set with dimension ln 4/ ln 5, one sim-
ilarly removes the middle one-fth portion at
eah generation (here L = 5n for nite n-th
generation).
n=1
n=2
n=3
(a)
n=3
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig 1: (a) A regular Cantor set of dimension ln 2/ ln 3;
only three nite generations are shown. (b) The over-
lap of two idential (regular) Cantor sets, at n = 3,
when one slips over other; the overlap sets are indi-
ated within the vertial lines, where periodi bound-
ary ondition has been used. () A regular gasket of
dimension ln 3/ ln 2 at the 7th generation. (d) The
overlap of two idential regular gaskets at same gener-
ations (n = 7) is shown as one is translated over the
other; periodi boundary ondition has been used for
the translated gasket.
To study the overlap between two suh iden-
tial fratals, the boundary eets are avoided
using periodi boundary ondition for one and
we onsider the other set to slip over the rst.
At eah step of suh slip or translation, we
ount the overlapping lled sites (blak parts
or dots) present in both the fratals and the
total number of suh sites gives the size of
overlapm. Thus, if one sequentially translates
one fratal over another, various overlap values
(m) are obtained whih in turn give the distri-
bution P (m). Sine no randomness is involved
here, we do not need any ongurational av-
4eraging. These results are shown in Fig. 2,
where the Cantor sets and gaskets are gener-
ated for nite generations n: L = 3n for Can-
tor sets with df = ln 2/ ln 3, L = 5
n
for Cantor
sets with df = ln 4/ ln 5 and L = 2
n
for gaskets
with df = ln 3/ ln 2. The overlap distributions
P (m,L) are tted to the saling forms (1) and
(2). The results indiate their validity in the
large n (or L) limit.
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Fig 2: The saled distribution plot of P ′(m′) =
P (m,L)Lα against the saled overlap m′ = mL−α
for two idential regular fratals: (a) Cantor sets with
df = ln2/ ln 3 at various nite generations: n = 10
(square), n = 11 (plus), n = 12 (ross) and n = 13
(star); (b) Cantor sets with df = ln 4/ ln 5 for -
nite generations: n = 6 (square), n = 7 (plus),
n = 8 (ross) and n = 9 (star); () gaskets with
df = ln3/ ln 2 for nite generations: n = 7 (plus),
n = 8 (ross), n = 9 (star) and n = 10 (square). Note
that in all the three ases α = 2(df −d) and the dotted
lines indiate the best t urves of the form a(x−b)−d;
where d is the embedding dimension [d = 1 for (a) and
(b) and d = 2 for ()℄. Insets show the unsaled distri-
butions P (m) for overlap m in dierent ases.
C. Overlaps between random fratals
Here we onstrut three types of random
fratals: random Cantor sets of dimension
ln 2/ ln 3, random Cantor sets of dimension
ln 4/ ln 5 and random gaskets of dimension
ln 3/ ln 2 on square lattie. We an onstrut
a random Cantor set of dimension ln 2/ ln 3 by
removing randomly any of the one-third por-
tion at every stage or generation (see Fig 3).
5n=1
n=2
n=3
(a)
(b)
n=3
(c)
(d)
Fig 3: (a) A random Cantor set of dimension ln 2/ ln 3;
only three nite generations are shown. (b) Overlap of
two random Cantor sets (at n = 3; having the same
fratal dimension) in two dierent realisations. The
overlap sets are indiated within the vertial bars. ()
A random realisation of a gasket of dimension ln 3/ ln 2
at 7th generation. (d) The overlap of two random gas-
kets of same dimension and of same generation but
generated in dierent realisations.
Here the struture of the sets hange with
ongurations as randomness is involved. We
therefore take the overlap between any two
suh sets at nite generation n having same
dimension but of dierent ongurations. We
ount the portions present in both the sets,
and this gives the total size of overlap m.
Clearly the overlap sizes (m) hange from one
pair of ongurations to other and we deter-
mine their average distribution P (m). The -
nite size L of the fratals is similarly related
to generation number n as disussed in the
previous setion. The average distributions
P (m,L) for nite size L of the fratals are
determined using 500 suh ongurations for
eah of the three types of random fratals.
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Fig 4: The saled distribution plot of P ′(m′) =
P (m,L)Lα against the saled overlap m′ = mL−α
for random fratals: (a) Cantor sets with dimension
df = ln2/ ln 3 for nite generations: n = 14 (square),
n = 13 (star), n = 12 (ross) and n = 11 (plus); (b)
Cantor sets with df = ln 4/ ln 5 for some nite gen-
erations: n = 10 (plus), n = 9 (ross), n = 8 (star)
and n = 7 (square); () gaskets with df = ln3/ ln 2
for nite generations: n = 11 (square), n = 10 (star),
n = 9 (ross) and n = 8 (plus). For all the three ases
α = 2(df −d) and the dotted lines indiate the best t
urves of the form a(x − b)−d; where d is the embed-
ding dimension of the fratals [d = 1 for (a) and (b)
and d = 2 for ()℄. Insets show the unsaled distribu-
tions P (m) for overlap m.
D. Overlaps of perolating lusters on
square lattie
Here we study the overlap distribution of two
well-haraterised random fratals; namely the
perolating fratals [12℄. Eient algorithms
are available to generate suh fratals. It
seems, although many detailed features of the
lusters will hange with the hanges in (par-
ent) fratals, the subtle features of the overlap
distribution funtion remains unhanged.
We generate numerially several site per-
olating lusters at the perolation threshold
(pc = 0.5927 [12℄) on square latties of lin-
ear size L using Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm
[12, 13℄. For the overlap of any two lusters, we
ount the number of sites M whih are ou-
pied in both the lusters (see Fig 5). This gives
the overlap size m = M/Ld between the fra-
tals. As the realisations hange (keeping the
fratal dimension df of the perolating luster
same)m varies and we nd out its distribution
P (m,L). We nd that the distribution shifts
ontinuously as L inreases and has a nite
width whih diminishes but very slowly with
L. This shows, the emerging length sale asso-
iated with m is no longer a onstant, rather
it depends on L. This arises due to the fra-
tal nature of the original lusters, where the
oupation of the sites are no longer random
events, but are orrelated [12℄. Hene, for a
system of size L, the probability of oupa-
tion grows as Ldf for any of the fratals and
as [Ldf /Ld]2 = L2(df−d) for the overlap set.
If this is the origin of the L dependene in
P (m,L), then the distributions for dierent L
should follow a saling behavior as indiated
by eqn. (1).
7(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig 5: The overlap between two perolating lusters;
(a) and (b) are two typial realisations of the same
perolating fratal on square lattie (df ≃ 1.89) and
() their overlap set. Note, the overlap set need not be
a onneted one.
From the overlap between all the pairs of
luster ongurations (typially around 500
for L = 400), we determine the distribution
P (m,L). The data are binned to failitate
storage and to make the distribution smooth
(Fig 6 (a)). We have also studied the nature
of the distribution P (m) for perolation lus-
ters generated with lattie oupation proba-
bility p above pc of the square lattie. Here
the distributions beome delta funtions and
the height of the delta funtion inreases with
system size L (Fig 6 (b)).
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Fig 6: (a) The saled distribution plot of P ′(m′) =
P (m,L)Lα against the saled overlap m′ = mL−α for
perolating lusters grown with probability p = pc =
0.5927 on square lattie (df ≃ 1.89) for nite sizes:
L = 100 (ross), 200 (star) and 400 (square). Here
α = 2(df − d). The dotted line indiates the best t
urve of the form a exp(−(x − b)2.0/c); where a (=
4.5) , b (= 0.38) and c (= 0.018) are onstants. Inset
shows the unsaled distribution P (m) against overlap
8size m. (b) The distribution P (m) against overlap size
m for perolation lusters generated with oupation
probability p above pc (p = 0.7 and p = 0.9) on square
lattie [for nite sizes: L = 100 (ross), 200 (star) and
400 (square)℄. Clearly the distributions P (m) are delta
funtions and the height of the delta funtion inreases
with the system size L.
III. CONCLUSION
In the ontext of studying the earthquake mag-
nitude distribution, we have studied here a
model where the earthquake fault and the
moving tetoni plates are assumed to be self-
similar fratals. Essentially, we study the on-
tat area distribution of two nominally iden-
tial fratals. Our study on dierent sets of
fratal surfae overlap shows that the ontat
area distributions are not always power laws.
Although for Cantor sets and gaskets hav-
ing dierent fratal dimensions (both for reg-
ular and random ases), the ontat area dis-
tributions have got power laws, for perolat-
ing lusters (at perolation threshold) it takes
a robust Gaussian form whih we an't ex-
plain even qualitatively. In partiular, we nd
that in all the ases the distributions P (m,L)
show an universal nite size (L) saling be-
havior P ′(m′) = LαP (m,L); m′ = mL−α,
where α = 2(df − d). The P (m), and on-
sequently the saled distribution P ′(m′), have
got a power law (2) deay with m (with de-
ay exponent equal to d) for both regular and
random Cantor sets and also for gaskets. For
perolation lusters, P (m) (and hene P ′(m′))
have a Gaussian variation with m (Fig. 6a).
It may be mentioned that, sine in many ases
the bulk thermodynamis may be mapped to
some redued dimensional interfae problems
and sine their overlaps orresponds to phys-
ial quantities (e.g. , the replia overlap in
the physis of glasses [11℄), suh fratal over-
lap distributions are of quite general interest.
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